Introducing
Podium
JUST LISTEN

Introduction

With Podium you’ll know what's happening right now!
You can tune in to the latest discussions from endless libraries of the trendiest
podcasts using personalization and category prediction technology.

Our Products
Podium mobile app

Available in Google Play Store

Podium web app

App.podium-audio.com

Podium podcast streaming
widget for publishers

Our Story

Podium was founded between 2 music and podcast enthusiasts working from home, looking
for an easier way to find podcasts about the latest discussions. Our technology scans realtime data from all around the web and social media platforms and offers relevant podcasts
on all the latest trending topics. In a world where working from home is the new norm, we
wanted to give our users an opportunity to stay connected with popular and current issues,
whilst still being able to work. The latest smart speakers and wireless headphone technology have enabled 37% of the U.S. population who are already listening to podcasts on a
weekly basis.
We have therefore decided to share our podcast solutions and content libraries with
millions of podcasts, for free.

Content Partnerships
Podium has access to over 2.6M podcasts from around the world, available in multiple
libraries and multiple languages which are updated on a daily basis. We can offer this
service for free, by combining with smart trends search technology. Our mission is to enable
people everywhere to enjoy on-demand podcasts and other media in a personalized environment while delivering fair compensation to the podcaster community, through digital
audio advertising.

Audience
Podium mobile app is currently available in the
U.S. while the widget for publishers is on an
international distribution.

57% US
13% UK
30% ROW

5MM+ Page views
85% Mobile 15% WEB
350K Monthly active users

Monetization partners
Publishers
We provide our publishers with podcast content audio player and smart realtime search
technology for desktop web and mobile devices, to enrich their content offering on site,
drive engagement and incremental revenues from audio programmatic exchanges, direct
sold campaigns and private deals.

ADVERTISING partners
We offer our advertisers a fully engaged and audible audience with a smart mix between
audio pre/mid/post roll ad pods and companion CTA banner ads within our widget and
own and operated inventory.

media

Contact us at

amir@podium-audio.com

